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Preface

This volume comprises a selection of material based on presentations at the Eighth Australian Optimization Day, held in McLaren Vale, South Australia, in September 2001, and some additional invited contributions by distinguished colleagues, here and overseas. Optimization Day is an annual mini-conference in Australia which dates from 1994. It has been successful in bringing together Australian researchers in optimization and related areas for the sharing of ideas and the facilitation of collaborative work. These meetings have also attracted some collaborative researchers from overseas.

This particular meeting was remarkable in the efforts made by some of the participants to ensure being present. It took place within days of the September 11 tragedy in New York and the financial collapse of a major Australian airline. These events left a number of us without air tickets on the eve of the conference. Some participants arrived in South Australia by car, having driven up to several thousand kilometers to join the meeting.

This volume has two parts, one concerning mathematical structure and the other applications. The first part begins with a treatment of nondifferentiability of cone-monotone functions in Banach spaces, showing that whereas several regularity properties of cone-monotone functions in finite-dimensional spaces carry over to a separable Banach space provided the cone has an interior, further generalizations are not readily possible. The following chapter concerns a comparison between linear and integer programming, particularly from a duality perspective. A discrete Farkas lemma is provided and it is shown that the existence of a nonnegative integer solution to a linear equation can be tested via a linear program. Next, there is a study of connections between generalized Lagrangians and generalized penalty functions for problems with a single constraint. This is followed by a detailed theoretical analysis of convergence of truncates in $\ell_1$ optimal feedback control. The treatment permits consideration of the frequently occurring case of an objective function lacking interiority of domain. The optimal control theme continues with a study of asymptotic stability of optimal paths in nonconvex problems. The purpose of the chapter is to avoid the convexity conditions usually
assumed in turnpike theory. The succeeding chapter proposes a unified approach to Pontryagin’s principle for optimal control problems with dynamics described by a partial differential equation. This is followed by a study of a turnpike property for discrete-time control systems in metric spaces. A treatment of duality theory for nonlinear programming includes comparisons of alternative approaches and discussion of how Mond–Weir duality and Wolfe duality may be combined. There are two linked chapters centered on the use of probabilistic structure for designing an improved algorithm for the determination of the fundamental matrix of a block-structured $M/G/1$ Markov chain. The approach via probabilistic structure makes clear in particular the nature of the relationship between the cyclic reduction algorithms and the Latouche–Ramaswami algorithm in the QBD case. Part I concludes with a chapter developing systematic classes of refinements of Hadamard’s inequality, a cornerstone of convex analysis.

Although Part II of this volume is concerned with applications, a number of the chapters also possess appreciable theoretical content. Part II opens with the estimation of the sizes of correcting codes via formulation in terms of extremal graph problems. Previously developed algorithms are used to generate new exact solutions and estimates. The second chapter addresses the issue of optimal transforms of random vectors. A new transform is presented which has advantages over the Karhunen–Loève transform. Theory is developed and applied to an image reconstruction problem. The following chapter considers how to assign service capacity in a queueing network to minimize expected delay under a cost constraint. Next there is analysis of a control policy for stormwater management in a pair of connected tandem dams, where a developed mathematical technology is proposed and exhibited. Questions relating to the optimal design of linear consecutive-$k$-out-of-$n$ systems are treated in two related chapters. There is a study of optimizing properties of plastics containing wood flour; an analysis of the approximation characteristics of constrained spanning and Steiner tree problems in weighted undirected graphs where edge costs and delays satisfy the triangle inequality; heuristics for speeding convergence in line search; and the use of alternative mathematical programming formulations for a real-world coal-blending problem under different scenarios.

All the contributions to this volume had the benefit of expert refereeing. We are grateful to the following reviewers for their help:

Mirta Inés Aranguren (Universidad Nacional de Mar del Plata, Argentina), Eduardo Casas (Universidad de Cantabria, Spain), Aurelian Cernea (University of Bucharest), Pauline Coolen–Schrijner (University of Durham), Bruce Craven (University of Melbourne), Yu-Hong Dai (Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing), Sever Dragomir (Victoria University of Technology, Melbourne), Elfadl Khalifa Elsheikh (Cairo University), Christopher Frey (N. Carolina State University), Frank Kelly (University of Cambridge), Peter Kloeden (Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt), Denis Lander (RMIT University), Roy Leipnik (UCSB), Musa Mamedov (University of
Ballarat), Jie Mi (Florida International University), Marco Muselli (Institute of Electronics, Computer and Telecommunication Engineering, Genova), Małgorzata O’Reilly (University of Tasmania), Stavros Papastavridis (University of Athens), Serpil Pehlivan (Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey), Danny Ralph (Cambridge University), Sekharipuram S. Ravi (University at Albany, New York), Dan Rosenkrantz (University at Albany, New York), Alexander Rubinov (University of Ballarat), Hanif D. Sherali (Virginia Polytechnic Institute), Moshe Sniedovich (University of Melbourne), Nicole Stark (USDA Forest Products Laboratory, Madison), Nasser Hassan Sweilam (Cairo University), Fredi Tröltzsch (Technische Universität, Berlin), Erik van Doorn (University of Twente, Netherlands), Frank K. Wang (National Chiao University, Taiwan, R.O.C.), Jianxing Yin (SuDa University, China), Alexander Zaslavski (Technion-Israel Institute of Technology), and Ming Zuo (University of Alberta).

We wish to thank John Martindale for his involvement in bringing about a firm arrangement for publication of this volume with Kluwer; Elizabeth Loew for shepherding the book through to publication with Springer following the Kluwer–Springer merger; and Panos Pardalos for his support throughout. A special thank you is due to Jason Whyte, through whose technical skill, effort and positive morale many difficulties were overcome.
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